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A goal of research on DNA computing is to solve problems that are
beyond the capabilities of the fastest silicon-based supercomputers.
Adleman and Lipton present exhaustive search algorithms for 3Sat and
3-coloring, which can only be run on small instances and, hence, are
not practical. In this paper, we show how improved algorithms can be
developed for the 3-coloring and independent set problems. Our algo-
rithms use only the DNA operations proposed by Adleman and Lipton,
but combine them in more powerful ways and use polynomial prepro-
cessing on a standard computer to tailor them to the specific instance
to be solved. The main contribution of this paper is a more general
model of DNA algorithms than that proposed by Lipton. We show that
DNA computation for NP-complete problems can do more than just
exhaustive search. Further research in this direction will help determine
whether or not DNA computing is viable for NP-hard problems. A
second contribution is the first analysis of errors that arise in generating
the solution space for DNA computation. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Adleman described how he used standard tools of
molecular biology to solve a 7-vertex instance of the
Hamiltonian path problem [1]. A major goal of subsequent
research in this area is to understand how DNA computing
can be used to solve NP-hard problems.
To address this goal, Lipton [10] and Adleman [2]
proposed the following model of DNA computation. A
molecular computation proceeds in two phases: solution
space generation and computation. The solution space
generation phase yields a test tube whose contents (DNA
strands) encode strings over an alphabet 7, whose size can
depend on the input. Throughout, we consider a test tube to
be a multiset of strings. In each step of the computation
phase, an operation is performed on one or more test tubes.
The separate operation takes one test tube and a symbol
_ # 7 and returns two test tubes, one containing the set of
strings containing _ and the other containing the remaining
strings. The merge operation forms the union of two test
tubes. The test-if-empty operation tests whether a test tube
is empty. Adleman suggests that the test-if-empty operation
be used only at the last step of the computation.
To construct the test tube of strings in the solution space
generation phase, the following operations are applied to a
test tube initially containing empty strings. The append(_)
operation appends the symbol _ to all strands in a test tube.
The split operation partitions a test tube into two, such that
for each distinct string x in the test tube, if there are l copies
of x, then there are l2 copies in each of the two test tubes.
(This can be generalized to a split into k test tubes). These
operations are used in a very restricted way by Lipton to
generate a solution space that represents all possible binary
strings of length n and by Adleman [2] to generate a solu-
tion space that represents all 3n possible colorings of n
vertices using three colors.
Lipton [10] and Adleman [2] present simple molecular
algorithms for 3Sat and 3-coloring, with solution spaces of
size 2n and 3n, respectively. Amos et al. [3] present algo-
rithms for NP-hard problems on a somewhat different DNA
computing model. In contrast, the best exact algorithms for
standard computing models avoid searching through the
whole solution space. Beigel and Eppstein have an O(1.35n)
algorithm for 3-coloring and Schiermeyer [14] has an
O(1.58n) algorithm for 3Sat. The naive DNA algorithms
cannot expect to beat these algorithms on any instance size.
To see this, suppose we accept Adleman’s speculation that
a solution space of size 270 can be used in a DNA computa-
tion. Then, for the 3-coloring problem, the largest possible
instance solvable by a DNA computation has 44 vertices.
Moreover, if this instance has, say, 400 edges, it would take
well over 10 days to perform the DNA computation, assum-
ing optimistically that the average DNA operation takes
only 20 min (again, from Adleman). In contrast, if we
estimate the number of operations for Beigel and Eppstein’s
algorithm at 1.35n, that is, we ignore the constant in the
running time, then on a (slow!) computer that can perform
106 operations per second, a 44-vertex instance of 3-color-
ing can be solved in just over half a second, and a 70-vertex
instance can be solved in under 22 min.
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In this paper, we show that if the operations proposed by
Adleman and Lipton are combined in more general ways,
algorithms for 3-coloring and independent set can be
obtained with a much smaller solution space. Our results
show that DNA computations can be used for more than
simple exhaustive search. Hence, it is premature to reject
DNA computing on the basis of the impracticality of
exhaustive search. In order to determine if DNA computing
is practical, it is important to design and analyze the best
possible algorithms we can for this paradigm. Our results
represent a first step in this direction. As a bonus, we also
get some new and different parallel programming ideas by
considering this model. They might be incorporated into
future computers that do not use DNA.
The main differences between our model and that of
Lipton are in the solution space generation phase. We define
our new model carefully in Section 2. In our model, the solu-
tion space can be pruned and tailored to the problem
instance, avoiding generation of all the combinatorial
possibilities. Efficient methods for generating solution
spaces other than the set of combinatorial possibilities are
interesting in their own right and methods for doing this are
already used in combinatorial chemistry [6, 12].
In Section 3, we present our new algorithms. All of our
algorithms do a polynomial number of molecular opera-
tions. Each algorithm is named by the size of its solution
space. For each, we list the differences between our model
and that of Lipton that allow us to obtain improved bounds
on the solution space size:
A 1.89n 3-coloring algorithm. To obtain this algorithm,
we allow test tube contents to be split into weighted subsets
and allow splits of already split test tubes in the solution
space generation phase. In this way, we can generate the set
of strings representing all possible subsets of at most n3
elements of a set of size n. Our algorithm then simply checks
if there is an independent subset of vertices of size at most
n3, such that the remaining graph is bipartite. The append
operation is used in the computation phase.
A 1.67n independent set algorithm. This algorithm uses a
polynomial-time preprocessing phase (to be done on a
standard computer) that tailors the solution space to the
instance to be solved. The computation phase is very simple;
the append operation is not even needed.
A 2n 3-coloring algorithm. Although this algorithm has
an asymptotically larger solution space than the 1.89n algo-
rithm, the computation phase is much simpler. A new
feature of this algorithm is the use of the separate operation
in a restricted way in the solution space generation phase, in
addition to the append and split operations.
A 1.51n independent set algorithm. In this algorithm,
computation on a standard computer is interleaved with
DNA computation throughout. As in the 1.89n 3-coloring
algorithm, weighted splits and repeated splits of test tubes
are needed.
The second contribution of the paper is analysis of errors
due to an imperfect split operation. Lipton’s solution space
generation model implicitly assumes that in the split opera-
tion, every subset of identical strands in the test tube is split
perfectly in halves. For example, if a test tube contains 20
strings, say 10 copies each of strings s1 and s2 , then 5 copies
of each string appear in each of the two test tubes resulting
from the split. In reality however, a split of a test tube is
implemented by pouring equal amounts of the contents of a
test tube into two test tubes [2]. Even if we assume that the
total number of strings in the two test tubes is equal, we can-
not expect to get a perfect split of each subset of identical
strings. Imperfect splits can cause some strings not to be
present in the final solution space.
To model this, we replace the split operation with a
probabilistic-split operation, in which each possible parti-
tion of the test tube into halves is equally likely. This
probabilistic model may seem to be an oversimplification.
It corresponds, however, to the use of the most probable
distribution in statistical mechanics, which usually leads to
correct answers. (For example, the Boltzmann distribution
is usually derived heuristically in this way.) To ensure that
all strings in the solution space are present with high prob-
ability, one can place in the initial test tube a number of
strings that is many times greater than the size of the desired
solution space. To make this precise for a given error
parameter = define the redundancy of the solution space
generation phase to be an integer such that if the number of
strings in the initial test tube is equal to the solution space
size times the redundancy, then with probability 1&= the
final test tube contains all strings in the desired solution set.
This method avoids the need for amplification of strands,
which Adleman suggests should be avoided whenever
possible.
In Section 4, we analyze the redundancy that is necessary
for the solution space generation phases used in our algo-
rithms. To do this, we introduce a new model (graphs
with urns) to model the DNA solution space generation
process.
We first consider Lipton’s model for generating a solution
space of size kn and show that a redundancy of 3(n) guaran-
tees success with all but exponentially small probability
(that is, the probability of success is at least 1&2&0(n)). The
same is true of the solution sets used in our 1.67n
independent set and 2n 3-coloring algorithms. The
solution space of the remaining algorithms is the set of all
binary strings of length n with exactly (or at most) k 1’s. We
show that a redundancy of 3(n) is also sufficient to guaran-
tee success with all but exponentially small probability in
this case. A martingale analysis is used to prove these
results.
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2. A MODEL OF DNA COMPUTATION
2.1. Solution Space Generation Phase
We model the solution space generation algorithm, for a
given instance of a problem, using a finite dag called a gener-
ator. Associated with each edge of the generator is a test
tube. The generator and associated test tubes are defined as
follows. The graph has a root vertex with outdegree one and
a sink vertex with indegree one. All vertices are reachable
from the root vertex and the sink vertex can be reached from
all vertices. The vertices of the graph are partitioned into
levels, with all edges leaving vertices at level i going to ver-
tices at level i+1. Each edge has a positive rational weight
(probability), such that the sum of the weights out of a
vertex is 1.
Each vertex is labeled by one of the operations merge,
separate, append(symbol), split, or no-op. The vertices and
multisets associated with the edges are constrained as
follows. First, the set associated with the edge leaving the
root is a multiset of empty strings. The size of this set is
defined to be the size of the solution space generated by the
generator.
A split vertex has indegree 1 and arbitrary outdegree. Let
the multiset associated with the incoming edge be M$. The
multiset M associated with an outgoing edge of weight p is
defined as follows. For each string s in M$ with multiplicity
m, M contains pm copies of s. If pm is not an integer, the
graph is not a valid generator.
An append(symbol) vertex has indegree 1 and outdegree
1. Let the multiset assigned to the incoming edge be M$.
Then the multiset associated with the outgoing edge is
obtained by appending symbol to the right end of each
string of M$.
A separate vertex has indegree 1 and outdegree 2. One of
the outgoing edges is labeled by a symbol. Let M$ be the
multiset associated with the incoming edge. The subset of
M$ that contains symbol is associated with the outgoing
edge that is labeled symbol, and the test tube of the remain-
ing strings is associated with the other edge. If an edge is
labeled with weight p, then the number of strings in the mul-
tiset associated with that edge is p |M$|; otherwise the graph
is not a valid generator.
A merge vertex has outdegree 1 and indegree at least 2.
The multiset associated with the outgoing edge is simply the
union of the multisets of all incoming edges. A no-op vertex
has indegree 1 and outdegree 1. The test tube associated
with the outgoing edge is simply the test tube associated
with the incoming edge. The no-op operation is included
simply to make it easy to organize the graph into levels.
The multiset of strings associated with the edge entering
the sink vertex is the solution set (possibly multiset)
generated by the generator. The size of this set is the same
as the size of the multiset associated with the edge leaving
the root.
Examples. Lipton proposed a generator (in the case
k=2) to generate a solution set representing all kn strings
over an alphabet of size k. The strings in the solution space
are of the form b1b2 } } } bn , where b i # [1 i , 2i , ..., k i]. The
generator consists of a sequence of n split nodes of out-
degree k, where the j th edge from the i th split node leads to
an append( ji) node, followed by a k-way merge. We call this
a kn-generator.
In Fig. 3, we present a generator that generates a solution
set representing the set of all binary strings of length n with
exactly k 1’s. We call this a ( nk)-generator.
2.2. A DNA Model for Languages
Let L be a problem in NP. A DNA algorithm for L is a
polynomial time algorithm (for a standard computer) with
the following properties. Given an instance x of L, it outputs
a (valid) generator for x and a specification of a DNA com-
putation phase. The DNA computation phase may be
specified by a dag similar to a generator, except that there
are no weights associated with the edges, vertices need not
be organized into levels; there are no vertices labeled with
the operations split or no-op, and the last (sink) vertex is
labeled with test-if-empty. The test tube labeling the edge
from the root is the output of the generator; test tubes label-
ing the other edges are the result of the operations on the
vertices. The test tube labeling the edge into the sink is not
empty if and only if the instance is in L.
There are several resources of a DNA algorithm that are
important to measure, as a function of input size. The
primary ones that we consider are: (i) the solution space
size, (ii) the total length of the computation, measured as
the length of the path from root to sink in the generator,
plus the maximum length of a path from root to sink in the
dag specifying the DNA computation, (iii) the number of
operations performed during the solution space generation
phase and the computation phase, and (iv) the number of
test tubes needed. Another resource that we will introduce
later is the redundancy needed due to the probabilistic
nature of the low-level split operation.
Algorithms for 3Sat, 3-coloring, and other problems can
be found in [2, 10]. The 3SAT algorithm has a solution
space of size 2n and requires 3(n+m) operations, where n
is the number of variables and m is the number of clauses.
The 3-coloring algorithm has a solution space of size 3n and
requires 3(n+m) operations, where n is the number of
nodes and m is the number of edges. An algorithm for the
circuit sat problem can be found in [5]. This problem is to
determine if an n-input circuit (with ‘‘and,’’ ‘‘or,’’ and
‘‘not’’ gates and one designated output gate) has an input
that sets the output to 1. Their algorithm has a solution
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space of size 2n on an instance circuit with n inputs. The out-
put of the solution space generator is simply the test tube
consisting of all 2n possible inputs to the circuit. Briefly, in
the DNA computation, the gates of the circuit are processed
in topological order. When processing gate g, inputs for
which g evaluates to 1 are separated from those for which g
evaluates to 0. The appropriate value of g is appended to
each input (in parallel for each of the two possible values of
g), and the two test tubes are merged. In this way, the value
of g is available when processing other gates that have
the output of g as input. In this algorithm, the size of each
element of the solution space is initially of length n but
increases to length n+m, where m is the number of gates in
the circuit.
More generally, if a test tube contains some subset of the
2n possible inputs to a circuit, the same algorithm can be
used to determine if any element of this subset sets the out-
put of the circuit to 1. Furthermore, if the circuit has several
outputs, then the same algorithm transforms the initial test
tube into a test tube in which each possible input to the
circuit has appended to it the value of every output gate.
3. NEW ALGORITHMS
We present four algorithms that exploit our DNA com-
puting model in different ways. Each algorithm is described
by the size of its solution space, since this is the most expen-
sive resource and thus the one that is most important to
minimize. In what follows, we assume that the input to each
algorithm is a connected, undirected graph G=(V, E ),
where |V |=n and |E |=m. We summarize the resources
used by each algorithm in Table I.
A 1.89n 3-Coloring Algorithm. The generator pro-
duces a test tube T of strings that represent all subsets of V
of size n3. Each string in the solution space is of the
form b1b2 } } } bn , where bi # [0 i , 1i]; this string represents
the subset of vertices i of V for which bi=1i . Roughly, this
can be done by a generator that is formed by merging the
results of the generators from Fig. 3 that generate strings
with exactly 1, 2, ..., k 1’s. The generator is of size O(n3) and
has length n. T contains n3j=1 (
n
j ) elements (assuming n is a
TABLE I
Asymptotic Bounds for Resources Required by the
Four DNA Algorithms
Solution Length of Number of Number of
Problem space size Redundancy computation operations test tubes
3-Coloring 1.89n 3(n) 3(n2+m) 3(n2+m2) 3(n)
2n 3(n) 3(m) 3(m) 3(1)
Ind. set 1.67n 3(n) 3(m) 3(m) 3(n)
1.51n 3(n) O(n2m2) O(n2m2) 3(n2)
multiple of 3 for simplicity). Applying Stirling’s formula, we
have that
:
n3
j=1 \
n
j+n \
n
3+
=n \ 94?n+
12
\ nn3+
n3
\ n2n3+
2n3
(1+O(1n))
\9n4?+
12
1.8899n(1+O(1n))1.89n
for sufficiently large n. (In fact, n3j=1 (
n
j )1.89
n for all
integer multiples of 3.)
In the computation phase, the elements of T that are not
independent subsets of V are first discarded. To do this, for
every edge e of G, those elements of the solution space con-
taining both endpoints of e are separated from those con-
taining one or none of e’s endpoints, and discarded. The
elements remaining in T are independent subsets of V of size
at most n3. Then, for each remaining element s of T, the
algorithm tests if the subgraph of G induced by the set V&s
is bipartite. This can be done in O(n2+m) time (details
omitted).
A 1.67n Independent Set Algorithm. Briefly, this
algorithm uses a preprocessing phase to identify small, well-
connected components in G. The solution space is then con-
structed to represent the set of subsets of the vertices of the
graph that contain no adjacent pair of vertices from the
same component.
The generator first selects a maximal set S of vertex-
disjoint subgraphs from G, with exactly four vertices and at
least four edges. These are called 4-components. A case
enumeration of the possibilities shows that each such
4-component contains at most seven distinct independent
sets out of the 16 possibilities. From the remaining vertices
of G, a maximal set of vertex-disjoint subgraphs that are
connected and have exactly five vertices are selected and
these 5-components are added to S. Any such 5-component
contains at most 13 independent sets. Let V$ be the set of
vertices in the components of S. Note that there may still be
vertices in G&S.
The solution space consists of strings of the form
b1 b2 } } } b |V $| , where b i # [0i , 1i]. This string represents the
subset of vertices i # V$ for which bi=1i . Moreover, no sub-
set (string) in the solution space contains a pair of vertices
that are neighbors in a 4-component or a 5-component of S.
Initially, the solution space consists of a multiset T of empty
sets. For each 4-component in turn, a 7-way split is per-
formed on T. A different combination of four 1i ’s and 0i ’s
are appended to each of the seven resulting test tubes, corre-
sponding to the seven different independent sets contained
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in the 4-component. Then, the seven sets are merged back
together to reform T ; 5-components are handled in an
analogous manner, except that the solution space is split 13
ways and five vertices are appended to each of the 13 test
tubes. It is not hard to see that the worst-case size of the
solution set occurs when all components in S are 5-com-
ponents and that the number of 5-components is at most
n5. Therefore, the worst-case size of the solution space is at
most 13n5=1.67n.
The computation phase proceeds as follows. First, for
every edge e connecting vertices in two different com-
ponents of S, those elements of the solution space contain-
ing both endpoints are separated from those containing one
or none of e’s endpoints and discarded. The elements
remaining in T are exactly the independent subsets of V$.
Next, the vertices in G&S are handled. The goal is to add
as many of these remaining vertices as possible to each ele-
ment of the solution space while ensuring that each element
remains an independent set. A vertex i can be ‘‘added’’ to the
solution set by first separating out all independent sets
which contain a neighbor of i and appending 0i to these
strings. Then 1i is appended to the remaining strings. This
ensures that the elements of T remain independent subsets
of G, but the vertices of G&S must be ‘‘added’’ in an order
that guarantees that the maximum independent set will be
in the solution space. This can be done by exploiting the fact
that every connected component in G&S is either a triangle
or a tree.
Any triangle in G&S is not connected to any other vertex
in G&S, because otherwise that 4-component could have
been added to S. Since at most one of the three vertices in
a triangle can be in an independent set, they can be added
in an arbitrary order. For each tree in G&S, a vertex is
chosen arbitrarily to be the root of the tree. Then, vertices
are added in postfix order, which ensures that the children
of a vertex are added before that vertex itself. This order
ensures that the maximum number of vertices of the tree are
being added.
Finally, the algorithm determines whether an element of
the resulting test tube T is of cardinality at least k. To do
this, T is partitioned into test tubes Ti , 0ik, such that
for i<k, each T i contains all solutions of size i and Tk con-
tains all solutions of size at least k. Initially, T0=T and the
remaining test tubes are empty. Then, all solutions contain-
ing vertex 1 are separated from T0 and merged with T1 .
More generally, for every vertex i, for every test tube Tj , all
solutions containing ti are separated from Tj and merged
with Tj+1 . After this is done for all vertices i, all elements of
the solution space with at least k vertices are in Tk . A test-if-
empty operation performed on Tk determines whether G has
an independent set of size at least k.
A 2n 3-Coloring Algorithm. This algorithm is the
first to use the separate operation in the solution space
generation phase. The DNA algorithm first selects a rooted
spanning tree of G and fixes the color of the root (vertex 1).
The solution space consists of strings of the form c1c2 } } } cn ,
where each ci # [bi , ri , gi], representing the fact that vertex
i can have color blue, red, or green. Moreover, in any string,
c1 is the fixed root color, and if i is j ’s parent in the tree, then
j cannot have the same color as i. This solution space is con-
structed as follows. Initially, the solution space consists of a
test tube T of empty strings. The vertices of the spanning
tree are considered in prefix order. When considering vertex
i, T is separated into three different tubes, say B, R, and G,
based on the color of i ’s parent, j, in the tree. Then, test tube
B is split in 2, ri is appended to one and gi to the other. Test
tubes R and G are handled similarly. Finally, all six test
tubes are merged to reform T.
The computation phase then simply selects out those
solutions which are not valid colorings by examining each
edge of E that is not in the spanning tree in turn, and
discarding strings in which both endpoints are the same
color.
A 1.51n Independent Set Algorithm. Briefly, this
algorithm tries to find two disjoint independent sets of size
n7 in G, which induce a bipartite subgraph B. After generat-
ing a solution space of independent sets of G&B, the ver-
tices of B are added later, without increasing the size of the
solution space. Although we obtain an improved solution
space size, the required computation includes simulation of
a circuit for bipartite matching. We assume that the
problem is to find an independent set of size k2n7;
otherwise, we can solve the problem with an abbreviated
version of our algorithm which has an even smaller solution
space.
The DNA computation first determines if there is an inde-
pendent set of size n7. The generator of Fig. 3 is used to
generate all subsets of V of size n7. The solution space is of
size at most 1.51n. Then, the computation phase discards all
those subsets that are not independent (as in previous algo-
rithms), and a test-if-empty operation is performed on the
test tube of remaining strings. If there is an independent set
I of size n7 in this test tube, our algorithm needs to compute
I in order to proceed. This could be done by extending our
model to include a ‘‘decode’’ operation that returns the
value of a string in a test tube. We can still compute I
without this operation, but in a very brute force fashion that
requires the solution space generation and computation
phases to be repeated n7 times, with one vertex of I being
computed each time. In the same way, the algorithm tries to
find another independent set J of size n7 in the graph G
with the subgraph induced by I removed. The solution space
for this computation is of size at most 1.47n. If no indepen-
dent set is found in either of the first two steps, then we
know that there are no independent sets of size k>2n7.
Otherwise, the algorithm continues as follows.
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Next, a solution space containing all independent sets of
G&B is computed. Let B be the bipartite subgraph of G
induced by I _ J. Let P be a maximal set of disjoint pairs of
adjacent vertices from G&B and let S be the independent
set of vertices of G&B that are not in P. We can bound the
size of S from above by n7 by simply swapping I and S if
S exceeds n7 vertices. The solution space consists of subsets
of V&I&J that contain no pair of P. Note that each pair
of vertices in P contains three independent sets out of the
four possibilities. Hence, the size of this solution space is
2 |S|3 |P|. Obviously, the worst-case solution space results
when |S| is maximized at n7. With n7 of G’s vertices in
S, at least n7 in I, and n7 in J, at most 4n7 vertices
(2n7 pairs) remain in P. Hence, the worst-case solution
space size is 32n7_2n7=1.51n. Let T be the resulting test
tube. All elements of T that are not independent sets are
discarded.
Finally, the vertices of B are added to the elements of T
in the following way. For every vertex i in B, append 1i to
those elements of T which do not contain a neighbor of i
from the set V&I&J, and 0i to the remaining sets. The
resulting test tube T contains strings that represent sets of
vertices that induce bipartite subgraphs of G. Moreover,
each maximum independent set of G is a subset of at least
one of these sets. The algorithm must now find the maxi-
mum independent sets of the bipartite graphs of T. We
observe that this problem can be solved with a circuit of size
O(n2m2) (using bipartite matching; see [9]). The circuit has
n inputs representing the presence or absence of each vertex
of G in a bipartite graph, and n outputs which indicate the
maximum independent set. The circuit first finds a maximal
matching M in the bipartite graph. Then, for each of the
O(n) free nodes (i.e., nodes not incident to an edge in M ),
the circuit performs a breadth-first search along alternating
paths beginning at the free node. The search is simulated by
repeatedly expanding sets of edges along disjoint alternating
paths. After all eligible edges have been covered, the circuit
searches through the sets of edges to find an edge which
completes an augmenting path (an alternating path with a
free node at each end). If an alternating path is found, it can
be ‘‘inverted’’ to increase the size of the current matching by
one. Once these three steps (each requiring O(nm2) gates)
have been performed on every free node, the resulting
matching is maximum. A maximum independent set can
then be determined from this matching by selecting any
remaining free nodes, as well as one node from each edge in
the matching. One node from every edge is guaranteed to be
in a maximum independent set; otherwise, we would con-
tradict the assumption that the matching is optimal. A DNA
computation can simulate this circuit, resulting in the n out-
puts being appended to each element of T.
All that remains is to isolate those outputs of size at
least k. This process is identical to the final step of the 1.67n
independent set algorithm.
4. PROBABILISTIC IMPLEMENTATION OF
SPLIT OPERATION
Suppose that in a generator, the split vertex is replaced by
the following probabilistic-split vertex. Suppose that the
edges leaving this vertex are weighted p1 , p2 , ..., pk . Then,
the operation, applied to a test tube with N strings,
produces a partition of the test tube into k test tubes con-
taining p1N, p2 N, ..., pkN, strings, respectively. Moreover,
each possible such partition is equally likely. In this section,
for several graph types, we describe the redundancy that is
then needed in the solution space.
We first consider the n-vertex kn-generator of Lipton. Let
p=1k and let M=1pn. Our goal is to find bounds on the
number N of strings needed in the initial test tube in order
that all M distinct strings are generated with high probabil-
ity. The distribution of strings produced by probabilistic-
split equals the distribution produced by the following pro-
cess. Suppose that, instead of generating all strings in
parallel, one string at a time is generated. The generation of
a string is called a trial. The string generated at each trial is
determined by a path chosen randomly in the graph in the
following way. Associated with each split vertex is an urn,
which initially has N balls of k different colors, with exactly
pN of each color. At each trial, a ball is removed from every
urn. The color of the ball determines which edge is in the path.
In the first trial, each of the possible M strings are equally
likely. If the same were true in every trial, that is, if each of
the M strings is equally likely, then solutions to the coupon
collector’s problem show that N=3(M log M ) trials are
necessary and sufficient in order that all M distinct strings
are generated with high probability. We note that when the
output of the kn generator is used to find an optimal solu-
tion for an NP-hard problem, it is not necessary that all
members of the solution space are present in the generated
solution space, but only that the optimal solution is present.
However, if again each of the M=kn strings is equally likely
in every trial, then 3(M log M ) trials are still needed to
ensure that one fixed string out of the M possibilities is
generated with probability at least 1&2&3(n). In our urn
model, the probability of generating a particular string in
a given trial depends on the strings generated in previous
trials. We show in Theorem 1 that it is still the case that
N=3(M log M ) trials are needed to generate all strings
with high probability. First, we introduce some notation
and state a key lemma, which will be proved in Section 4.1.
Let red be one of the colors used in the urns. Let Xt be the
number of red balls after t samples from the urn, so that
X0= pN, X1= pN with probability 1& p or pN&1 with
probability p, and so on. The key lemma is:
Lemma 1. For any =>0, with probability at least
1&2 exp(& p2(log N )16),
|Xt&E[Xt]|<p(N log N )12, 1tN2.
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This lemma shows that in the first N2 trials, the choice of
a ball from an urn is relatively unbiased, with high probabil-
ity. As a result of the lemma, each of the first N2 strings is
chosen in an almost unbiased manner, and so N is as pre-
dicted by the coupon collector’s problem. This is made
precise in the following theorem, whose proof is deferred to
the next section.
Theorem 1. To obtain an exponentially small error,
a redundancy of 3(n) is sufficient for the kn-generator.
More precisely, suppose that n( 38)(Nlog N )
12 and that
N8 cM log M. Then all M=kn strings are generated in the
kn-generator with probability at least
1&
2n
p
exp(& p2(log N )16)&M1&c.
The generator for the 1.67n Independent-Set algorithm is
very similar to a kn-generator, except the outdegrees of the
split vertices may not all be equal. A bound is obtained
simply by letting kmax=13 be the maximum outdegree of a
vertex, pmin=1kmax and using these values in the proof of
Theorem 1. Thus, a redundancy of 3(n) is necessary and
sufficient to guarantee that the desired solution space is
generated with all but exponentially small probability.
Theorem 2. Suppose that 2n(Nlog N )12 and that
N8 cM log M. Then with probability at least
1&
2n
pmin
exp( p2min(log N )16)&M
1&c,
all M=1.67n strings are generated by the generator for the
1.67n independent set algorithm.
In the 2n 3-coloring algorithm, the split operations are
applied to test tubes with N3 strings, rather than N strings.
Moreover, the number of split vertices for an n-vertex graph
is 3n. The same analysis as in Theorem 1 can be applied with
these changes, and the fact that p= 13 , to see that the
redundancy is again 3(n).
Theorem 3. Suppose that 2n((N3)log(N3))12 and
that N8 cM log M. Then with probability at least
1&6 exp(&9(log(N3))16)&M 1&c,
all M=2n strings are generated in the generator for the 2n
3-coloring algorithm.
Finally, we have a bound of 3(n) on the redundancy for
the ( nnk) generator that is used in our 1.89
n 3-coloring and
1.51n independent set algorithms.
Theorem 4. Let k>1 be an integer. A redundancy of
R=3(n) is sufficient for the ( nnk)-generator to obtain
exponentially small error. More precisely, suppose that
N(=RM )8 cM log M. Then for sufficiently large n, all
M=( nnk) strings are generated with probability at least
1&2&0(n)&M1&c.
4.1. Proofs
In this section, we give the proofs of the main results
stated above. First, we check that the urn models give the
same distribution of output strings as the probabilistic split
operation. This is an example of the ‘‘principle of deferred
decisions,’’ which has been emphasized by Knuth [7]. We
state it as a lemma:
Lemma 2. Let n1 , ..., nk be nonnegative integers summing
to n. We draw from an urn initially containing ni balls of color
i, i=1, ..., k, and assign the integer j to the j th color obtained
in this fashion. This produces a random partition of [1, ..., n]
into k classes, subject to the constraint that the i th class have
ni elements.
Proof. Considering for the moment the balls to be dis-
tinguishable, there are n! ways to draw from the urn. The
number of such draws that lead to a particular partition is
the multinomial coefficient
\ 1n1 } } } nk+ ,
and this number does not depend on the partition. Hence
the partitions are uniformly distributed, subject to the con-
straint. K
We now connect this to our DNA models. Suppose, for
example, we generate M strings of length n using an n-vertex
kn generator. For each j, the j th symbols of these strings
induce a random partition of [1, ..., M ] into k equi-
numerous classes. So it does not matter whether we think of
these symbols as being chosen all at once (by distributing
Mk copies of each symbol among the strings), or one at a
time (by using an urn to choose the symbols). We note also
that the various symbols are independent, in the sense that
knowledge of the i th symbol (for any subset of the M
strings) does not give us any information about the j th.
Our next goal is to prove Lemma 1. Because of the inde-
pendence, we can focus attention on one of the urns. Let Xi
denote the number of red balls after i samples have been
chosen from the urn. First, we note that
E[Xi+1 | Xi , Xi&1 , ..., X0]=X i&Pr[we draw a red ball]
=Xi&Xi (N&i)
=Xi \1& 1N&i+ .
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The right-hand expression is a multiple of Xi (albeit one
depending on i), which suggests we should try to find a mar-
tingale. A sequence of random variables with finite expecta-
tion X0 , X1 , ... is said to be a martingale sequence if for all
i>0, E[Xi | X0 , ..., Xi&1]=Xi&1 .
We can do this by normalizing the variables so as to
cancel out the effect of the multiplier. Let ai=1&1(N&i)
and define a new variable
Zi :=
Xi
ai&1 } } } a1a0
.
Then we have
E[Zi+1 | Zi , Zi&1 , ..., Z0]=
Xi ai
ai } } } a1 a0
=Zi ,
so [Zi ] is a martingale. We note that
ai&1 } } } a1a0=
N&i
N
.
We will employ a standard result of martingale theory
which states that a bounded-difference martingale acts like
a sum of independent random variables, in the sense that it
is unlikely to wander far from its mean.
Theorem 5 (HoeffdingAzuma inequality). Let Z0 ,
Z1 , ... be a martingale such that for each i,
|Zi&Zi&1 |ci .
Then, for all t0 and any *0,
Pr[_it |Zi&Z0|*]2 exp \& *
2
2  ti=1 c
2
i + .
Proof. See Williams [16, p. 237]. K
This is a bit stronger than the usual version appearing in
textbooks (e.g., Grimmett and Stirzaker [8]), in that it
bounds the probability that any sample, not just the last
one, deviates far from the mean. To use this result we must
bound the differences of Zi .
Lemma 3. If 1iN2, then |Zi&Zi&1 |4.
Proof. We write Zi=:iXi , so that
:i=
N
N&i
.
Note that
Zi&Zi&1=:i (Xi&Xi&1)+(: i&:i&1) Xi&1 .
In the range 1i<N2, we have 1:i2. Also, some
algebra shows that
:i&:i&1=
:i: i&1
N
.
The result follows easily, since Xi&1N and Xi&Xi&1 can
only be 0 or &1. K
We can now prove Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, which we
restate for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 1. For any =>0, with probability at least
1&2 exp(& p2(log N )16),
|Xt&E[Xt]|<p(N log )12, 1tN2.
Proof. Assume that 1tN2. By Theorem 5 and
Lemma 3, we have
Pr[|Zt&Z0|*]2 exp \& *
2
2  ti=1 c
2
i +
2 exp \& *
2
32t +
2 exp \& *
2
16N + .
Also, if |Zt&Z0|<*, then
|Xt&E[Xt]|=
1
:t
|Zt&E[Zt]|
=
N&t
N
|Zt&Z0|<*.
Therefore,
Pr[for all tN2, |Xt&E[Xt]|<*]
Pr[for all tN2, |Zt&Z0|<*]
1&2 exp \& *
2
16N + .
Choose *= p(N log N )12. Then the last expression is
1&N exp(& p2(log N )16). K
Theorem 1. To obtain exponentially small error,
a redundancy of 3(n) is sufficient for the kn-generator.
More precisely, suppose that n( 38)(Nlog N )
12 and that
N8 cM log M. Then all M=kn strings are generated in the
kn-generator with probability at least
1&
2n
p
exp(& p2(log N )16)&M1&c.
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Proof. Call an urn good for the color red if the fraction
of red balls it contains is p(1&2 - log NN12). Recall
that p=1k and that the number of red balls in the urn
associated with each node initially (i.e., before any strings
are generated) is pN. Now fix a string s and let the edges on
the path that generates it correspond to red balls in the urns.
If all of these urns are good, then the probability of generat-
ing s is at least
1
M \1&
2 - log N
N12 +
n

1
4M
,
provided that n( 38)(Nlog N )
12.
We now introduce another urn model U$. This acts just
like the original model U, except that if an urn becomes bad
for some color, it is immediately refilled with its original
contents. To keep things straight, we will use Pr for proba-
bilities under the original urn model, and Pr$ for probabili-
ties under U$.
Let Ei be the event that U$ fails to output the string s
during the first i trials. We will show that
Pr$[Ei]\1& 14M +
i
.
Why is this? Intuitively, we have doctored the probabilities
so that the chance of getting any particular string is
1(4M ), independent of the previous history.
More formally, we can make the following argument.
Since Ei&1 is determined by the history x of the first i&1
trials, we have
Pr$[Ei | Ei&1]= :
x # Ei&1
Pr$[Ei | x]
Pr$[x]
Pr$[Ei&1]
 :
x # Ei&1
(1&14M )
Pr$[x]
Pr$[Ei&1]
=(1&14M ).
Then since Ei/Ei&1/ } } } /E1 ,
Pr$[Ei]=Pr$[Ei & } } } & E1]
=Pr$[Ei | Ei&1] } } } Pr$[E2 | E1] Pr$[E1]
(1&1(4M )) i.
Let Gi (for ‘‘good’’) be the event that all urns are good
(for all colors) before each of the first i trials. Let Bi be the
complement of Gi . As long as all urns are good, there is no
difference between U and U$, so we have
Pr[Ei]Pr[Ei & Gi]+Pr[Bi]
=Pr$[Ei & Gi]+Pr[Bi]
Pr$[Ei]+Pr[Bi]
(1&1(4M )) i+Pr[Bi].
Let us now write Ei (s) for the event that the string s fails
to appear in trials 1, ..., i. We have
Pr[_sEi (s)]Pr[_sEi (s) & Gi]+Pr[Bi]
M(1&14M ) i+Pr[Bi],
obtaining the last inequality as before.
Now take i=N2. At the t th trial, we have
E[Xt]=
N&t
N
X0= p(N&t).
Using this in Lemma 1, we find (using tN2) that
Pr[BN2]
2n
p
exp(& p2(log N )16),
by summing over all colors and all urns. If N8cM log M,
we also have the estimate
M(1&14M )N2M exp(&N8M )M1&c.
Combining these results, we obtain Theorem 1. K
Theorems 2 and 3 are proved similarly, and we leave the
proofs to the reader.
We will now study the ( nnk)-generators in detail. These
generators are based on the idea that the number of
monotonic paths linking the opposite corners of an l_m
rectangular lattice is given by the binomial coefficient ( l+mm ).
It will be helpful to think of these generators as having
numbers written on their edges, in the following way. Sup-
pose some vertex has an urn containing r red balls, the
drawing of which directs us along the edge e. Then we write
r on that edge. For example, the initial state of the ( 63)-gener-
ator is given by Fig. 1.
The number on an edge is the number of paths through
that edge, which is the product of two binomial coefficients.
(There is an easy way to see this. Suppose the source of the
graph is s and its sink is t. Consider some edge, say a  b.
A path through this edge must go from s to a and from b
to t, through the sublattices determined by these vertices.)
To generate a string, we use the edge numbers out of each
successive vertex (suitably weighted) as probabilities. The
number on each edge taken is then decremented by 1. For
example, if we associate the characters 0 and 1 with right
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FIG. 1. Initial state of generator.
and left branches in the graph, then after generating 011001,
we would have the state given by Fig. 2.
We observe that at all times, the probability of taking a
given edge is proportional to the number on that edge. (This
is easily verified by induction, using the invariant that for
every vertex, the edges pointing into it have the same sum as
the edges pointing out.) For example, consider the edge
labelled 6 in the fourth row from the bottom, above. By con-
sidering all the ways to get to the preceding vertex, this
probability is
\1019 }
6
10
}
6
11
+
9
19
}
5
9
}
6
11
+
9
19
}
4
9
}
3
4+
6
9
=
6
19
.
This allows us to associate a martingale with each edge of
the graph. For a given edge, let Xi be its number after the i th
trial. Then we have
E[Xi+1 | Xi]=Xi&Pr[edge is taken]
=Xi&
Xi
total for edges at same level
=Xi \1& 1N&i + .
As before, we conclude that Zi=(N(N&i)) Xi is a mar-
tingale. Consequently,
E[Xi]=
N&i
N
X0 .
FIG. 2. After generating 011001.
Our goal is now to show that O(n3) redundancy is suf-
ficient to obtain an exponentially small error. This is proved
in Theorem 7. A refinement of this argument then reduces
the redundancy further to O(n), in Theorem 4. Our prin-
cipal tool for this will be a generalization of martingale
theory to finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces.
Let Rr denote r-dimensional Euclidean space, with the
norm &x&2=( x2i )
12. (We will drop the subscript unless
other norms are called into play.) A sequence W0 , W1 , ... of
Rr-valued random variables is a martingale if E[&Wi&]<
and
E[Wi | Wi&1]=Wi&1.
Its difference sequence is di=Wi&Wi&1 .
Theorem 5 can be generalized to r-dimensional space as
well.
Theorem 6 (HoeffdingAzuma in r-space). Let [Wi ]i=0
be a martingale in Rr, with difference sequence [di ]. Let
ti=1 &di&
2D. Then
Pr[_it &Wi&W0&>*]2 exp \& *
2
2D+ .
Proof. Take fi=(Wi&W0)- D and p=2 in Theorem
3 of Pinelis [13]. K
We now prove a redundancy bound of O(n3) for the ( nnk)-
generator, since this is simpler than proving a bound of
O(n). In Theorem 4, we then improve the redundancy
bound to O(n) by modifying the proof of Theorem 7. (See
Fig. 3.)
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FIG. 3. An n choose k generator. The test tube labeling the edge from the root contains all empty strings, and the test tube labeling the edge to the
sink contains the desired solution space. Each test tube Ti , 1ik, stores strings with i 1’s. Initially, T0 consists of n choose k empty strings. At the
i th stage, for each j, 1 j<k, a weighted split is performed on Tj , so that (k& j)(n&i) of Ti ’s elements are in one tube and (n&i&(k& j))(n&i) are
in the other. We append 1i+1 to the strings in the first tube and merge it with Tj+1. To the second tube we append 0i+1 and merge it with Tj . T1 and
Tk are handled somewhat differently than the general case, as shown.
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Theorem 7. Let k>1 be an integer. A redundancy of
R=n3 is sufficient for the ( nnk)-generator, to obtain exponen-
tially small error. More precisely, suppose that N(=RM )
8cM log M, n2, and the redundancy satisfies Rn3. Then
all M=( nnk) strings are generated with probability at least
1&2&0(n)&M1&c.
Proof. Let X1 , ..., Xr be the edge numbers at some level,
whose initial values are q1 N, ..., qrN, with  qj=1. (In urn
language, Xj is the number of red balls in some urn.) Then
Wi=
N
N&i \
X1
q1N
, ...,
Xr
qrN+
is a martingale. At each time step exactly one of edge
numbers, say Xj , will decrease by 1. Using the bound
Xj (qj N )1, we see that
&di &2(r&1)(change in N(N&i))2
+(qj N )&2(change in NXj(N&i))2.
Since iN2,
change in
N
N&i
=O(1N )
and (as in Lemma 3)
change in
NXj
N&i
=O(1).
Therefore,
&di&2=O(rN 2)+O(1(qjN )2),
if Xj changes at step i.
Summing over all iN2 and observing that rn, we get
:
N2
i=1
&di&2=O(nN )+O \:j
2j
(qjN )2+ ,
where 2j is the number of times that Xj changes. Let R be
the redundancy and let M be the number of distinct strings
to be generated. For our graphs, we will have nM, so
n
N
=
n
MR
=O(1R).
Also, 2jqjN, since Xj cannot decrease below 0. So
:
j
2j
(qjN )2
:
j
1
qj N
=
1
R
:
j
1
qjM
=O(1R).
Here we have observed that qj M is a product of binomial
coefficients and used the estimate mi=0 (
m
i )
&1
=O(1). (See,
e.g., Sury [15].) Putting these together we see that
D= :
N2
i=1
&di &2CR
for some C>0.
Let &x&=max[ |xj |]. Evidently, we have
&W&&W&2 ,
so by Theorem 6 we have
Pr[_iN2 &Wi&W0&>*]
Pr[_iN2 &Wi&W0&2>*]
2 exp(&R*2(2C )). (V)
Consider some edge number Xj . Define Fj to be
Fj=
Xj
E[Xj]
and call this edge good if
|Fj&1|12n.
We note that Fj is a martingale with mean 1; indeed, it
equals the j th component of W. By (V), the probability that
all edge numbers are good for all times N2 is at least
1&2n exp(&R(An2))
for some A>0.
Consider some string s associated with the path e1 , ..., en
in the graph. Let Xi be the edge number for ei and let Yi be
the sum of the numbers on the two edges preceding ei . (For
i=1 we can take Y1=N&i.) Then we have
Pr[s]=
X1
Y1
} } }
Xn
Yn
=
X1
E[X1]
E[Y1]
Y1
} } }
Xn
E[Xn]
E[Yn]
Yn
1
M
,
since E[Xi]E[Yi] equals the initial value of XiYi . If all
edge numbers are good, then we have
Pr[s]
(1&1(2n))n
(1+1(2n))n
}
1
M
(1&1n)n
1
M

1
4M
,
provided that n2. (To handle the Yi ’s we will need
the following lemma: Let xy and zw be within = of 1;
then the same is true for (x+z)( y+w). We are also
using the inequality (1&x)(1+x)1&2x.)
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As in the analysis of the diamond graphs, we consider
another urn model U$. This acts like our generator until
some edge number (=number of red balls) goes bad, at
which point the urn for that edge is refilled. If Ei (s) denotes
the event that the string s is not generated in the first i trials,
then we have (as in the analysis for the diamond graphs)
Pr[_sEN2(s)]M \1& 14M+
N2
+Pr[B],
where B denotes the event that some edge number goes bad
during one of the first N2 trials. By our analysis,
Pr[B]2n exp(&R(An2)),
which is 2&0(n) if we choose R=n3. (Comment : we can
reduce R somewhat at the price of making this estimate
larger.) Choosing N=8cM log M, we get
M \1& 14M +
N2
M 1&c.
These estimates easily imply the theorem. K
To reduce the redundancy to O(n), we take advantage of
the fact that ( nnk)-generators have few edges with ‘‘small’’
edge numbers. Define an edge number to be small if it is at
most ( nk+44 )=3(n
4), assuming that k is a constant inde-
pendent of n.
Lemma 4. For fixed k, the number of small edges in the
( nnk)-generator is O(1).
Proof. We already noted that an edge number is the
product of two binomial coefficients; in fact, the possible
edge numbers are
\i&1j + \
n&i
nk& j+ , 1in,
0 jnk, ji&1, nk& jn&i,
or
\ i&1j&1+ \
n&i
nk& j+ , 1in,
1 jnk, j&1i&1, nk& jn&i.
For example, suppose that in the example of Fig. 2, rows of
nodes are numbered i=0, 1, ..., 6 from bottom to top and
within each row, nodes are numbered j=0, 1, ... . Then the
edge numbers of the edge(s) into the j th node in row i are
given by the above expressions.
In what follows, assume that k>2; the case when k=2 is
similar. We claim that for sufficiently large n, if an edge
number is small, then one of the following conditions must
hold:
(i) nk&4<ink+4 and j>nk&4, or
(ii) n&nk&4<in&nk+4 and j4.
Clearly there are O(1) pairs (i, j) satisfying these condi-
tions.
To prove our claim, we consider all the possible cases for
i and j that do not meet the conditions, and show in every
case that the binomial product is not small:
Case a: ink&4. In this case, n&in&nk+4
nk+4 (since we are assuming that k>2). Also, since ji
we have 4nk& jnk. Hence,
\ n&ink& j+\
n&nk+4
4 +\
nk+4
4 + .
Case b: nk&4<ink+4 and jnk&4. In this
case, nk& j4. Also, for sufficiently large n, n&in&
nk&4nk+4. (Again we use the fact that k>2.) Hence,
\ n&ink& j+\
nk+4
nk& j+\
nk+4
4 + .
Case c: nk+4<in&nk&4. In this case, for suf-
ficiently large n, either nk& j4 or j&14. If nk& j4
then
\ n&ink& j+\
nk+4
nk& j+\
nk+4
4 + .
If j&14 then
\i&1j +\
nk+4
4 + .
The same is true of ( i&1j&1).
Case d: n&nk&4<in&nk&4 and j>4. Again
we use the fact that for sufficiently large n, n&nk&4
nk+4. In this case,
\i&1j +\
n&nk&4
j +\
nk+4
j +\
nk+4
4 + .
The same is true of ( i&1j&1).
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Case e: i>n&nk+4. In this case, since nk& j
n&i, we have that nk& j<nk&4 and so j>4. Therefore,
\i&1j +\
n&nk+4
4 +\
nk+4
4 + .
The same is true of ( i&1j&1). K
Theorem 4. Let k>1 be an integer. A redundancy of
R=3(n) is sufficient for the ( nnk)-generator, to obtain
exponentially small error. More precisely, suppose that
N(=RM )8cM log M. Then for sufficiently large n, all
M=( nnk) strings are generated with probability at least
1&2&0(n)&M1&c.
Proof. To improve the redundancy bound of Theorem 7,
we reweight the components of the martingale Wi containing
small edge numbers. Let
wi={1,n,
if X i is not small
if X i is small.
Then
Wi=
N
N&i \
X1
w1q1N
, ...,
Xr
wrqrN +
is a martingale. A similar derivation as before shows that for
this martingale
:
N2
i=1
&di&2=O(nN )
+O \ :j | Xj is not small
1
qjN+
+O \ :j | Xj is small
1
n2qjN + .
From Lemma 4, the number of small edge numbers at any
level is O(1). Since qj NR=3(n),
:
j | Xj is small
1
n2qj N
=O(1n3).
Also, since the edge numbers that are not small are 0(n4),
:
j | Xj is not small
1
qjN
=O(1n3).
Finally, since ( nnk)=0(n
3),
nN=O(1n3).
Hence, we have that
D= :
N2
i=1
&di &2Cn3
for some C>0. By Theorem 6, we now have
Pr[_iN2 &Wi&W0&>*]
Pr[_iN2 &Wi&W0&2>*]
2 exp(&n3*3(2C )). (VV)
Now let
Fj=
Xj
wjE[Xj]
.
Call Xj good if
}F j& 1w j }
1
ln
,
where l satisfies (1&2(ln))n ((l&1)(l+1))S14 for all n.
Here, S is the constant of Lemma 4, i.e., an upper bound on
the number of small edges of a ( nnk)-generator. By (VV), the
probability that all edges are good for all times N2 is at
least
1&2n exp(&An)
for some constant A>0.
Let s be some string associated with a path in the graph.
By Lemma 4, this path has at most S small edge numbers.
Hence, calculating as in Theorem 7,
Pr[s]
(1&1(ln))n (1&1l )S
(1+1(ln))n (1+1l )S
}
1
M
\1& 2ln+
n
\l&1l+1+
S 1
M

1
4M
,
by our choice of l. Hence,
Pr[_sEN2(s)]M \1& 14M+
N2
+Pr[B],
where Pr[B]2n exp(&An). Choosing N8cM log M,
we get
M \1& 14M+
N2
M1&c,
and the analysis is completed as in Theorem 7. K
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described algorithms for 3-coloring
and independent set that use only the restricted set of opera-
tions proposed by Adleman, while using a solution space of
only 1.89n and 1.51n, respectively. These algorithms repre-
sent a big improvement over naive exhaustive search. If we
again assume Adleman’s speculation that a solution space of
size 270 is feasible, we can solve instances of 3-coloring and
independent set with 76 and 118 vertices, respectively, in
contrast with the limits of 44 and 70, respectively, for the
naive algorithms.
These improvements are not sufficient to claim that DNA
computation is practical for such problems. However, there
is no reason to assume that they are optimal. Improved
algorithms may be possible on our model, or if new opera-
tions are added to the model. We note that heuristic algo-
rithms may also be useful in the DNA computing model.
Finally, we present the first analysis of errors in the solu-
tion space generation phase due to splitting of the contents
of test tubes. This is a very basic operation, so our analysis
is likely to be useful in any potential application of DNA
computation. We show how to generate the set of binary
strings of length n with exactly k 1’s, using O(nk) operations
and a redundancy of 3(n). An alternative method of
generating this set of strings was proposed by Dan Boneh
(personal communication), using an additional operation
that separates strings according to their length (see [5] for
a description of this operation).
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